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SUMMARY
The lon Aux111ary Propulsion System (IAPS) experiment is designed for
launch on an Air Force Space Test Program satellite (NASA TM-78859 (AIAA Paper
No. 78-647)). The primary objective of the experiment is to flight qualify the
8-cm mercury ion thruster system for statlonkeeplng applications. Secondary
objectives are measuring the interactions between operating ion thruster sys-
tems and host spacecraft, and conflrmlng the design performance of the thruster
systems. Two complete 8-cm mercury Ion thruster subsystems will be flown. One
of these w111 be operated for 2557 on/off cycles and 7057 hr at full thrust.
I
w Tests are currently underway in support of the IAPS flight experiment. In
this testlng an IAPS thruster is being operated through a series of startupl
run/shut-down cycles which simulate thruster operation during the planned
flight experiment.
A test facility descrlptlon and operational considerations of this test-
Ing using an engineering model 8-cm thruster (S/N 905) is the subject of this
paper. Final results of th|s test will be published at a later date when the
ground test is concluded.
INTRODUCTION
No prior cyclic ground tests have been performed on the IAPS thruster but
the need for long cyclic llfe has been a major focus of the entire 8-cm
thruster development program. In 1977 an 8-cm englneering model thruster, the
Immedlate predecessor to the IAPS thruster, was tested for 5200 on/off cycles
and 1300 operating hours using high voltage pulsed ignition of the keepers
(ref. 2). In 1976 a 15 O00-hr, 460-cycle test of an 8-cm prototype thruster
uslng an auxlllary electrode for cathode ignition was completed (ref. 3). The
results of the extended SERT-II flight (ref. 4) indicate that the duration of
a mission should not affect the cyclic life of an ion thruster (provided that
sufflclent propellant is available), however, each new design still must be
verified to assure flight performance.
The prlnclpal objectives of the cyclic ground test are: (I) to charac-
terize the performance of the IAPS thruster over long term, cyclic operation,
(2) to identify and quantify any thruster degradation processes which are
potentially llfe limiting and which may require corrective or compensating
actlons in the IAPS fllght test, and (3) to develop a data base for use in
plannlng IAPS mlss_on operations and interpreting IAPS flight data.
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No crlterla have been established for the ultlmate termination of the test
(which began May 18, 1982), but operation until accumulated hours and cycles
reach flight values Is planned.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
ac alternatlng current
ACCl accelerator current
ACCV accelerator voltage
ClV cathode/Isolator/vaporlzer assembly
CRT cathode ray tube
DAC dlgltal-to-analog converter
dc direct current
DCIU dlgltal control and Interface unlt
DHTI discharge heater tip current (cathode)
DI discharge current
DKI discharge keeper current
DKV discharge keeper voltage
DVI discharge vaporizer current
DVT discharge vaporizer temperature
GN2 nitrogen gas
Hg mercury
H20 water
I a accelerator current
IAPS Ion AuxI11ary Propulslon System
JNV neutrallzer vaporizer current
LN2 liquid nltrogen
Mo molybdenum
NHTI neutralizer tlp heater current
NIV neutrallzerllsolatorlvaporizer assembly
NKI neutralizer keeper current
NKV neutralizer keeper voltage
NVl neutrallzer vaporizer current
NVT neutralizer vaporizer temperature
PEU power electronlcs unlt
PTVFU propellant tank/valve/feed unlt
RTD resistance thermal device
SD shutdown
Sl stllcon
SIN905 8-cm engineering model thruster discussed in this report
SV screen voltage
TGBSU thruster/glmbal/beam shleld unit
TNV neutrallzer vaporizer temperature
Vg float|ng point potentlal
VNK neutralizer keeper voltage
Vscr screen supply voltage
V6 difference voltage (DV - DKV)
EXPERIMENTDESCRIPTION
The thruster being tested Is an 8-cm engineering model thruster (S/N 905)
which has been upgraded to fllght specifications. It was manufactured by the
same personnel as the flight thrusters. Before and during installation every
effort was made to preserve its "as manufactured" condition. It has only one
known anomaly. The neutralizer vaporizer has significantly lower flow at all
temperatures than the flight thrusters.
Power for operating the thruster is provided by laboratory-type supplies.
Significant dynamic characteristics of the flight PEU are simulated. Primary
data for the test Is obtained from an in-llne data monitor connected to the
electrical leads between the thruster and its power supplies. The data is dls-
played locally, continuously plotted on chart recorders, and sent to a central
computlng facility for addltional processing.
A speclally constructed dlgltal controller handles the overall operation
of the thruster and the test. Thls e11minates the posslbility of human error
and assures reproduclbillty from cycle to cycle. During each cycle the
thruster Is started, operated at full beamfor 2 hr 53 min, cooled down for
3 hr 20 mln, and then restarted. A startup to full beam takes approximately
30 min. The startup algorithms used dupllcate the "normal" path of the flight
control algorithms. They do not however, have the extensive fault correctlon
capability provided by the flight hardware.
Test Facility
This section provides a detailed examination of the ground test facility,
Includlng the vacuum chamber, mercury feed system, data system, and the
thruster power supplles and controls.
An overall block diagram of the ground test facility is given in figure I.
The main vacuum faclllty Is an 0.89-m (35-In.) diameter by 1.96 m (77 in.) high
vertlcal chamber. It Is equipped with a 0.31-m (12-1n.) bell jar for isolation
of the thruster. Pumping of noncondensable gases is provided by a O.91-m
(36-In.) oll diffusion pump. An LN2 cooled, frozen mercury target and tray
provide pumping of condensable gases and ensure that most of the material back-
sputtered to the thruster by the primary ion beam is mercury. Additional pump-
Ing is provided byran LN2 cooled cold wall. Typical beamon pressure is
1.3x10 -4 Pa (Ix10 -° tort).
The thermal, vacuum, and partlculate environment experienced by the
thruster must be controlled to adequately slmulate operation on a spacecraft.
The key word here Is adequate since, of necessity, any ground-based test facil-
Ity differs significantly from deep space. After a description of the test
facility, these dlfferences will be examined and thelr impact on thruster oper-
atlon assessed.
Figure 2 is a sketch of the main vacuum chamber and its associated equlp-
ment. Pumping of noncondensable gases is provided by a single o11 diffusion
pumpoperated wlth sillcone (DC704) pump fluld. The pump is equipped with a
water cooled cold cap and a LN2 cooled Chevron baffle to minlmlze backstreamlng
of pumpo11 into the maln chamber. If the diffusion pump foreline pressure
becomes unacceptably high, one of two standby pumps is automatically started
and brought on-11ne.
A 30.5-cm (12-in.) dlameter stalnless steel bell jar is above the main
chamber. The bell jar can be isolated from the chamber by a 0.31-m (12-in.)
vacuum gate valve. The test thruster is mounted from a push-pull rod which
extends through the top flange of this bell jar. Additlonal guides internal to
the bell Jar are used to orient and center the thruster. During normal opera-
tlon the thruster Is extended through the vacuum gate valve. In the event of
dlfflculty with the vacuum system the thruster Is manually retracted into the
bell Jar and, If necessary, the bell Jar Is filled with argon.
As shown In figure 2, the thruster beam is directed into a frozen mercury
target through an annular tray whlch is also f|11ed with frozen mercury. Thus
the major portion of the material back-sputtered by beam ions is mercury. Tar-
get and tray are cooled with LN2. Bulk temperatures are maintained in the
range of 160 to 173 K, the target warming sl|ghtly dur|ng beam-on periods. To
minlm|ze LN2 consumption, an on/off control system based on vent gas tempera-
ture Is used.
Cryopumplng of mercury vapor and other condensables is provided by the
target and tray, and an addltiona] cold wall located around the outer circum-
ference of the target and tray. The cold wall is made from perforated metal to
allow adequate conductance to the entrance of the diffusion pump cold trap for
the removal of noncondensable gases. Chamber pressure is sensitive to cold
wall temperature which Is controlled at approximately 200 K.
The target, tray, and cold wall are all constructed'of stainless steel.
The geometrlcal arrangement of the target and tray assume that there is no
d|rect llne-of-s|ght path between the inlet to the diffusion pump cold trap and
the thruster. This further reduces the possibility that the thruster will be
contaminated by pumpoil.
The chamber Is equipped wlth a number of access ports. Three of these are
used for view ports. Two small 6.O33-cm (2.375 in.) windows are available for
Inspection of the target and tray. One 12.O7-cm (4.75-in.) window allows
inspection and photography of the grld area of the extended thruster. An
additional port Is available for insertion of probes and a light source for
photographic purposes, the internal tank 11ghtlng being inadequate for high
resolutlon photography.
The vacuum system controls provide for unattended operation; startups and
normal shutdowns of the facillty are performed manually. Annunciators are used
to Indicate vacuum system status. An event recorder logs changes In system
status and limit violations. Strip charts record maln chamber and foreline
pressures and multipolnt recorders log Important system temperatures. The
number of events which can trigger a shutdown has been minimized. Nhen a shut-
down is initiated, argon Is slowly introduced Into the main chamber, in order
to protect sensitive thruster surfaces by exposing them first to an inert gas,
before other contamlnants arrlve.
The vacuum faclllty is equipped wlth three ion gages of the Bayard-Alpert
type. The Ion gage 1ocatlons are denoted by V], V2, and V3 In figure 2. V1
is located on the slde of the upper bell jar and most closely indicates condl-
tlons at the thruster. V2 views the area Immediately above the frozen mercury
target, the cold wall on the opposite side of the tank, and the warm tank wall
through the perforations In the cold wall. V3 is located near the top of the
maln chamber sllghtly above the level of the thruster grids. V2 and V3 are
mounted to short sectlons of 5.1 cm (2 in.) tube equipped with vacuum gate
valves and can be replaced wlth mlnlmum perturbation to vacuum system opera-
tion. Vl can be replaced after retracting the thruster and isolatlng the
upper bell Jar. Overpressure limit senslng on two of the ion gages p[ovides
protection for the thruster. If the Indicated pressure exceeds 2xlO-3 Pa
(l.5xlO -5 tort) maln power to the thruster controller is interrupted.
Vacuum chamber performance. - Typical beam-on and background pressures
are given In table I Beam-on pressure, corrected assuming I00 percent mercury
vapor, is typlcally about 6.7xi0 -5 Pa (5xio -7 tort). Thls pressure has been
quite stable, varylng only s1|ghtly wlth room temperature and other operating
conditions.
Considerable care was exercised to control outgassing in the vacuum cham-
ber. The use of organic materials was minimized and, in areas which might be
subject to heatlng, only Teflon and Kapton were used. Mercury feed lines are
polyethylene but these remain at about 25 °C. Most of the surface area is
stainless steel, mercury, and aluminum. Thus it is probable that, during nor-
mal operation, the major background gasses will be N2, 02 , H20 from the leak,
and mercury and carbon sputtered or evaporated from warm surfaces. The water
and mercury w111 be rapidly pumped by the cryosurfaces.
Anomalles. - The main chamber has a sma11, known leak in the weld joining
the upper flange to the body of the chamber. External attempts at repair have
been unsuccessful. Reweldlng of the flange would require complete disassembly
of the system. As acceptable background pressures can be obtained in the
presence of the leak, the decislon has been made to operate in spite of it.
However, the leak does provide a continual source of contaminates from the
atmosphere to the vacuum system. Unfortunately it Is located close to ion
gage V3 and produces the typical pulsed pattern on the V3 pressure trace.
Thls limits the usefulness of V3 for background pressure measurements.
Another small leak, located in the argon bleed system, was discovered and
repaired during modifications to that system made in January 1983. At the
time the thruster had accumulated 1442 hr and 570 cycles. As can be seen from
table III, repalr of this leak caused a major improvement In background pres-
sure with Vl indicating pressure dropping almost an order of magnitude.
Background pressure wlth the thruster off tends to be unstable. Vl read-
Ings from 2xlO-6 Pa (l.5xlO -8 torr) to 9.3xi0 -6 Pa (7xlO -8 tort) have been
observed since repalr of the argon sxstem leak. V2 has ranged from
6.7xi0 -6 Pa (5xi0 -8 tort) to 1.3xI0 -_ Pa (Ixi0 -7 torr).
Thruster mount. - Figure 3 shows the test thruster mounted to its support
system prlor to installation in the upper bell jar. The gimbal mounting tube
on the thruster Is mated to a split aluminum block. Clamps attached to the
block and the regular glmbal mount screws are used to secure the thruster. The
entlre thruster mount is electrlcally isolated by shlelded insulators located
between the sides of the mount and, as seen |n the photograph, the lower plate
attached to the push-pull rod. The rectangular alum|num bar on the left in the
photo extends to the tip of the beam shield. It protects the thruster from
gross damage should an attempt be made to extend it through a closed vacuum
gate valve. The bar runs along Teflon guides inside the upper bell jar to ori-
ent and stab111ze the thruster. Electrical leads and mercury llnes loop around
the push-pull rod and penetrate the top flange of the upper bell jar. The
thruster mount|ng block is instrumented wlth thermocouples. The mount tempera-
ture does not vary greatly durlng normal cyclic operation. The highest temper-
ature recorded, dur|ng continuous 50 hr beam-on run, was 52 °C. Tha lowest
recorded temperature, after 2 weeks of cold soak, was 6 °C.
F|gure 10 presents a schematic diagram of the ground test mercury feed
system. The drawlng indlcates the relat|ve vertical posit|on of the various
components. A11 components of the feed system which are in contact with mer-
cury are made from stainless steel, glass, or polyethylene. All valves in con-
tact wlth the propellant are stainless steel, zero displacement rotary plug
valves wlth Buna-N seals. Zero displacement valves were used to preclude the
posslb|llty of damaglng or intruding the thruster vaporizers through excessive
pressure as the valves are operated. To a11ow retraction of the thruster and
t11tlng of the upper bell Jar, portions of the system are made from 0.25-in.
polyethylene tubing (Imperial Eastman 44-N3R). A nitrogen atmosphere at
3.5xI0 +" Pa (5.1 psig) Is malntained on top of the mercury to prevent oxida-
tlon and contamination, and to provide a sultable operating pressure at the
vaporizers.
Before the system was filled w|th mercury it was completely disassembled
(including all valves and fittings), ultrasonically cleaned, flushed with alco-
hol and then dlst111ed water, dried, and reassembled. The reservoir was then
filled wlth ultra-hlgh-purlty, trlple-dlstllled mercury. Examination of fig-
ure I0 shows a group of three valves in each mercury line which are located at
the point where the lines penetrate the vacuum system. The lines to the
thruster were valved off and those portions of the system outside of the vacuum
chamber were evacuated. The external system was then filled with mercury from
the reservoir. Vacuum was then applied to the purge ports and a sufficient
quantity of clean mercury was withdrawn from the system to completely flush all
lines. Thls was done to remove any trapped gas or particulate matter which
might have remained In the system.
The |Ines internal to the vacuum system and the thruster were filled with
mercury In a manner which simulates planned flight operations. Immediately
following Installatlon, the test thruster was held at a hard vacuum for more
than 2 weeks. The propellant lines internal to the vacuum chamber and the
thruster were pumpedout through the porous tungsten plugs in the thruster
vaporlzers. Just prior to thruster start-up, the downstream valves In the pro-
pellant lines were opened and the lines inslde the vacuum tank and thruster
allowed to flll wlth mercury.
Power Supply System and Electronics
The power supply and control system must provide to the thruster a reason-
able simulation of the significant electrical characteristics of the fllght
PEU/DCIU. In accomplishing thls function it provides electrical power condi-
tioned to the voltage and current levels requlred by the current operational
state of the thruster. It provides closed loop analog control of the neutral-
Izer and discharge vaporizer heaters, based on the neutralizer keeper voltage
and dlscharge chamber difference voltage respectively. Quasi-dlgltal control
of the beam current Is also provided along wlth a flight-equlvalent recycle
sequence for the control of hlgh-voltage arcing. In addition, the dynamic
electrical impedance presented to all plasma discharges is simulated and
fllght-type signal condltlonlng is provided for the vaporizer resistance tem-
perature detectors (RTDs). This section examines in detail, the power supply
system used for the ground test.
Power supplles _nd Interconnection. - Figure 4 shows the interconnectlon
of the varlous elements of the power supply system. The interconnectlon of the
thruster power supplles duplicates that of the flight PEU with one exception:
here the screen supply (Vscr) is connected to the thruster engine body (cath-
ode common)whlle In the flight PEU a mag-amp type current sensor is located
in the lead connectlng the junction of the anode and screen supplies to cathode
common. Thls sensor provides feedback for control of the discharge supply
current. As a result of thls difference, in the ground test anode current is
regulated, whlle In fllght, emlsslon current of the discharge supply is con-
trolled. Durlng operation there is no dlfference between the two schemes as
long as no beam current is being extracted. It should be noted that the ground
test discharge current includes the screen current, while the flight test does
not. In the beam-on state, the discharge current is varied to control the
beam current as is done for flight. Because of the feedback, the true dis-
charge current during beam-on run should be identical to fllght. The effect
of this difference should only be seen as a small perturbation to the beam-on
transltlon.
Table 1 llsts the slgnlflcantcharacteristicsof both the ground test
power suppliesand those In the fllght PEU. The suppliesused in the ground
test have 11near,dissipativeregulators(transistorsor vacuum tubes while
those In the flight PEU are slower switchingmode regulators.
Impedance compensation networks. - It is known that the dynamic impedance
whlch the neutrallzer and dlscharge keeper supplies present to their associated
plasma discharges has significant effects on thruster operation. To provide
proper operation for flight, chokes of known inductance and resistance have
been added to the leads of both keepers.
For the ground test the discharge Impedance control networks shown in fig-
ure 6 have been added to both keeper supplies and the discharge supply. For
the keeper supplles these networks duplicate the resistance and inductance of
the chokes in the PEU. They also duplicate the output capacitor and shunt
resistor of the flight keeper supply. For the discharge supply the impedance
control network duplicates the inductance and resistance of the flight output
filter choke and the capacity of the flight output capacitor.
Recyclecontrol.- The recycle sequencefor the screen,accelerator,and
dischargesupplies,followlngdetectionof an overcurrentcondition,closely
slmulatesthat used for fllght. The overcurrentdetectiontechniquesdo not.
Flgure7 Is a block diagram showing,among other items,the overcurrentdetec-
tion and recyclecontrolcircuitryused for the ground test. It also shows the
beam currentcontroltechniquewhich will be discussedin another section.
In the fllght PEU a recycle sequenceis initiatedby the overcurrent
protectioncircuitryIn the screen supplyonly. The acceleratorsupply is cur-
rent limitedat approximately8.0 mA and during overcurrentconditionsthe out-
put voltage rapldlydecreases. The flight screen supplyhas an overcurrent
IImlt value of about 85 mA. The tlme constantof this circuitis on the order
of 50 psec. Current from the 0.47 pfd power supplyoutput filter capacitor
does not flow throughthe overcurrentsensingcircuit,so that it is insensi-
tive to short (less than 5 Nsec) transients.
Controller Description
Overall controlof the ground test is provided by two sequentialdigital
controllerswhlch operate asynchronously. One controlsthe dischargecathode
and maln dischargestartupand the beam-on transition. The other handlesneu-
tralizerstartupand the durationof the beam-onrun period. Because even this
"slmpllf|ed"controllerIs quite complex,a detailed descriptionof the ground
test controller,Its programmlng,and a comparisonof thrusteroperationusing
the ground test controller versus the fllght controller is provided in the text
which follows. Only a brlef overview will be given here.
Conceptual block dlagrams of the two controllers are given in figures 5(a)
and (b). The details of their programming are given by tables IV and V. As
the two controllers are very similar and, for the most part, use identical
hardware they will be described together.
The heart of each controller Is its diode matrix memory with associated
address decoding and address register. The address register selects one of
the states programmed into the memory. The neutralizer/run controller has 16
posslble states; the discharge controller 17, an additional state being added
to accommodate changes in programming.
Each controller provides a number of states. In each state the status of
all thruster parameters being controlled is specified. Each state also has
specific conditions for its termination and initiates another state or states.
State transitions can be initiated after selected time intervals or by the
occurrence of a specified condition in a thruster parameter. At each state
transition, a data scan is recorded or logged, if so programmed. A programma-
ble flag bit for each controller a11ows synchronization of the two controllers
when required.
Programming of the controllers is by two diode matrices, each of which
contains approxlmately 340 diodes. This method was chosen over more conven-
tlonal forms of read-only memory because of Its flexibility. Any individual
bit can be changed qulckly using only a soldering iron. In a more complex
controller such a method would be Impractlca1.
The various flelds in the diode matrix memory can be divided into two
groups. In one group are fields whlch completely specify the status of the
thruster power supplies. In the other group are fields which control the
address register associated with the diode matrix. Each controller also has a
flag for communicating with the other. At any time, one discharge controller
state and one neutrallzer/run controller state is always active.
In the thruster control group the vaporlzer control flelds provide (I) an
off state, (2) four fixed vaporizer current setpoints, (3) a temperature con-
trol mode, and (4) an automatic control mode.
The tip heater and keeper flelds each a11ow six fixed current settings or
setpoints and off. The ignitor f_elds only provide on/off control. The dis-
charge current field in the discharge controller a11ows the selection of off,
and two fixed currents. The hlgh-voltage control field provides on/off control
for the screen and accelerator supp1|es.
The thruster control states are sequenced by the transition control logic.
Each transition between states a11ows 3.5 sec for recording the end-of-state
data. In either controller a state transition may be initiated by any of four
sources: (I) the shutdown 11ne from the other controller, (2) the shutdown
trigger select 1oglc, (3) the jump trigger select logic, and (4) the increment
trigger select logic. These are priorltized in the order given. Potential
trlgger sources are selected by the associated fields in the diode matrix.
Trlgger inputs are derived from comparators measuring the needed thruster
parameters, timers Internal to the controllers, and the flag field of the other
controller. One trigger input of each type is wired "false" to provide an off
mode.
The selected trigger Inputs are sampled once every 2 sec. If one or more
of these Inputs Is "true" one of the various types of state transitions Is
initiated. During a transition, sequentlal data record and data print commands
are first sent to the data system If they have been enabled by the appropriate
flelds In the diode matrix. While not shown on the conceptual block diagram, a
"true" shutdown input always causes the data system to both record and print
data. At this point selected timers are also latched into a cleared condition
and held there.
After the 3.5-sec delay to a11ow the data system to complete its opera-
tlons, the controller acquires the required new state. In a shutdown the
address registers In both controllers are cleared to zero. If a jump is to
occur, the contents of the Jump address field are loaded into the address reg-
Ister. An increment input causes the address register to increment one count.
Jump and increment Inputs during state 15 of the discharge controller are
exceptions. In that state, either of these causes a separate flip-flop to be
set which selects state 16. Clear inputs to the timers are released at this
tlme.
There are effectively three timers associated with the discharge control-
ler and two associated wlth the neutrallzer/run controller. All timers count
synchronously by the O.5 Hz clock. After a state transition the first count
of 2 sec will occur O.5 sec after the clear input Is released, effectively
shortening the transition tlme to 2 sec from a timing point of view. The
timers provide I percent accuracy.
Nlth two exceptions, all time intervals ordinarily required for operation
are obtained from one timer in each controller. The run time Interval to the
neutrallzerlrun controller is one exception. It Is derived from the regular
discharge controller timer. In this way the run time is accurately synchro-
nlzed with the fu11-beam transition, (state 15 to state 16) of the discharge
controller. The off Interval Is the other exception. It is held in a cleared
state unless the dlscharge controller Is in state zero, the off state. Nhen it
times out it Inltlates the beginning of preheat low, the zero-one state transi-
tlon, for both controllers. The shutdown timer in each controller has one
fixed tlme interval. Each has a separate control field in the diode matrix.
The shutdown timers are used to terminate unsuccessful operating sequences.
From a hardware point of vlew they In no way differ from the other timers.
Beamcurrent control. - Figure 7 also illustrates the beam current control
technique used. During automatic beam current control modes the discharge cur-
rent reference signal is derived from a dlgltal to analog converter (DAC). An
8-blt binary up/down counter provides the digital input for the DAC. If the
thruster screen supply current is below the low limit, the counter is placed in
the countup mode and the discharge current is increased by 7 mA every IO sec.
If the screen supply current is above the high limit the counter is placed in
the countdown modeand the discharge current is decreased in the same manner.
If the screen current Is between the limits the counter does not increment.
IO
Addltlona]clrcu|try,not IllustratedIn the flgure, presets the counter
to a dischargecurrentvalue which correspondsto the prev!ousfixed setpoint
value prlor to the beam-on translt|on. It also Inhibitscountlngduring the
recyclesequence so that a long serlesof recycleswill not perturb the dis-
charge currentoperatlngpoint. There also exist a number of fixed discharge
current setpo|ntsused during thrusterstartup. All dischargecurrentprogram-
ming inputsgo through slow rate l|mit|ngc|rcuitryto prevent abrupt changes.
Thls beam current controltechniqueIs equivalentto that used in flight
during the establlshmentof the thrusterbeam. There is a dischargecurrent
step of about 6 mA every 5 sec until full beam is reached. The ramp rate for
the ground test and the flight are very sim|lar. During beam-onoperation,the
flight systemsamples the screen supply currentonce every lO sec and changes
the dischargecurrent by 6 mA (up or down) if it is found to be out of range.
For the ground test upper and lower llmlts of 73 and 71 mA were initially
chosen. However, the circuithas shown a certain tendencyto allow the beam
current to drift up wlth tlme and temperatureand so has been readjustedper-
iodicallyto keep the operatingbeam currentreasonablyclose to 72 mA. The
flight systemused ]Imlts of 73 and 70 mA.
Dlfferencevoltaqe controller.- Figure 8 provides a block diagramof the
ground test dischargechamberdifferencevoltage (anode voltagem_nus keeper
voltage,V6) controller. It controlsdischargechamberpropellantflow rate by
varying the power (current)to the dischargevaporizerheater. As can be seen
from the block dlagram it Is composedof three parallel controlpaths. The top
path actuallycontrols V6. The other two paths preventoperation in a flooded
conditionby limltlngthe maximum vaporizertemperatureand overall loop gain
(thrustergaln Is normallynegatlve). The outputsof the three paths are com-
blned so that the one requiringthe lowestvaporizerpower dominates. An abso-
luteminimumpower level Is also establlshed. An absolutemaximum power (at
2.5 A) is establlshedby the dischargeheater power supply.
The differencevoltage Is obtainedby direct measurementthrougha commer-
clal Isolat|onampllfler. The V6 loop Is normallythe only active loop. The
transferfunctionof the V6 loop,other than dc gain, simulatesthat used for
f11ght.
The flight system uses an Intricatesoftwareroutine to controlpotential
"floodlng"of the dischargechamberwith mercury propellant. For the ground
test a systemwas deslgned which monitors the thrustergain and controls it at
a levelwhich Is sufflclentlynegativeto allow undisturbedoperation. To
accompllshthls the dischargevaporizercurrent is contlnuouslyperturbedby a
pseudo-randomblnary sequencewlth zero average value. The sequenceof pertur-
bationsrepeatsevery 264 sec. The shortesttlme intervalbetweenperturba-
tlons Is 4 sec, the longest Is 16 sec. There are 32 perturbationsbefore the
sequencerepeats. The pseudo-randomsequencewas chosen to preventpossible
correlatlonswlth other system sequencesand possibleresonant excitationof
latent instabllltles. The peak-to-peakamplitudeof the perturbationis
approxlmately0.2 A above and below the approxlmately1.5 A of normal beam-on
dischargevaporizerheater current. In the fully stabilizedstate the pertur-
batlonsare completelycompensatedfor by the V6 control loop in about 3 sec.
Nhlle the thrusterIs warming up after the beam-ontransition,the V6 control
II
loop has only a mln|mal effect on the longest perturbation intervals. The per-
turbatlon only produces a notlceable effect on accelerator current (±2.5 per-
cent) and on dlscharge voltage (±I percent).
The V6 feedback signal is applied to the gain loop through a lead net-
work (essentlally a d|fferentlator). Thls network serves to remove the dc com-
ponent, to ]imlt the effects of fast transients, and to mlnim|ze instabillt|es.
The loop, however, Is not necessarily stable. The output of the lead network
Is clipped and fed to the phase detector. This detector is sensitive to both
amplitude and phase, the sign of the output reversing as input phase reverses.
The output of the phase detector is compared with a reference signal and
applied to a very long time constant, high gain integrator. Five to ten per-
turbatlons are required following a phase reversal for the output to become
active. Once active It overshoots considerably, usually allowing the V6 loop
to regain control on the recovery.
Neutrallzer keeper voltaqe controller. - The neutralizer keeper voltage(VNK) controller is similar to the V6 controller as can be seen from the
block diagram (fig. 9). It has two parallel paths, one for VNK and one for
neutralizer vaporizer temperature (TNV). The outputs of the two paths are com-
blned so that the one calling for the lowest neutralizer vaporizer heater
power (current) dominates. The temperature control loop was added because the
neutralizer of the flight thruster has the potential for flooding due to exces-
slve mercury flow. Practically, the ground test thruster neutralizer vaporizer
has a relatively low flow transmlsslvity, and hence requires a higher than nor-
mal TNV for a given neutralizer mass flow rate. It has proven extremely
difficult to "flood" the neutralizer partially because of this.
The VNK feedback signal Is obtained by direct measurement through a dif-
ferential amplifier. (The entire controller is referenced to vaporizer poten-
tlal, not neutralizer potentlal). The first time constant shown in the block
diagram arises from the filter used to protect the input to this amplifier.
The remaining portion of the loop transfer function duplicates that used _n the
flight system wlth the exception of dc galn. The galn was adjusted to produce
a mildly underdamped response. During operation, In the absence of externally
Induced transients, both VNK and the vaporizer current (JNV) are completely
stable.
The temperature loop serves to prevent operation of the neutralizer vapo-
rlzer at temperatures exceeding Its setpolnt, thereby limiting mercury flow
through the neutralizer vaporizer. The temperature loop has relatively low
galn and slow response. Not shown In the block diagram is circuitry which dis-
ables the temperature loop and drives Its output to full-on in the event the
neutrallzer keeper voltage rises excessively. High neutralizer keeper voltage
could result In extlngulshment of the neutralizer, because It usually is the
result of low mass flow through the neutralizer. There are no indications from
the strip chart data that, the neutrallzer vaporizer temperature loop has ever
been active during the operation of the ground test.
Ground Test Controller Software
The ground test Is controlled by two coupled finlte state devices with
supportlng electronlcs. One flnlte state device controls the discharge chamber
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and the screen and accelerator supplies. The other controls the neutralizer
and the duration of the beam-on run period. Operation of the two is synchro-
nlzed where requlred.
The programming of the controllers simulates the significant features of
the flight control algorithms for normal thruster startup and full beam opera-
tion. "Hard start" and other fault correction routines have been replaced by
simple shutdowns. Deliberate variations have been introduced Into the control-
ler programming to compensate for certain deviations of the test thruster prop-
erties from those of a standard flight thruster.
In programming the ground test controllers the basic assumption was made
that the thruster would run normally. It was assumed that the various dis-
charges would Immediately light under the programmed ignition conditions, that
flooding of the discharge chamber and neutralizer would not be major problems,
that discharges once Ignlted would stay llt, that the beam could be established
easily, and that operation during beam-on would be stable. The effort was made
to duplicate the path that the flight algorithms would take under these assump-
tlons. However, thruster abnormalities are in general not accommodated or
corrected In the ground test programming, as many are in the flight test algo-
rlthms. Detection of any such abnormality in the ground test normally forces a
thruster shutdown.
Controller software summary. - The controllers provide a good approxima-
tion to the "normal" flight startup algorithm. At the beginning of the startup
period current is applied to the neutralizer vaporizer and tip heaters in two
steps to minimize thermal shock. After ignltion (of the keeper) the tip heater
power Is reduced to Its run value and the vaporizer heater current is operated
at a reduced fixed level for 3 mln. During this time the vaporizer temperature
falls and the keeper voltage rlses. At this polnt the neutralizer keeper volt-
age control loop is enabled. The controller reduces vaporizer heater current
to a lower value, further reducing vaporizer temperature (and flow) until the
keeper voltage rises to its setpolnt value, typically about 14.75 V. Nith
respect to the thruster neutrallzer these conditions remain unchanged for t-he
remalnder of the startup and ensuing run periods.
Provlded the neutralizer operates successfully under automatic control,
the controller sets a flag allowlng the discharge controller to begin the
beam-on transitlon sequence, once ignition of the discharge cathode and main
discharge are completed. Discharge Ignition begins with keeper ignition, and
is slmllar to neutralizer keeper ignition, except the preheat phase stops at a
lower temperature. Following vaporlzer temperature control the low voltage
keeper supply Is turned on. Followlng keeper ignition the tip heater power is
held at Its Ignition value for I0 sec, reduced to a lower value and held for
20 sec, and finally reduced to Its run value.
After the discharge keeper is lit, the discharge supply is turned on.
Then the controller enters the warm-up phase which lasts for 5 min. Next, the
dlscharge current Is reduced and automatic control of the discharge vaporizer
vla the dlfference voltage control loop is established. This state lasts for a
mlnlmum of 5 mln and then the dlscharge controller begins checking that stable
neutrallzer operation has been achieved.
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The controller then enters the 5 mln "pre-beam" state in which discharge
keeper current Is Increased and dlscharge vaporlzer temperature is controlled.
Thls Is followed by the beam-on transltion in which discharge current is cut
back and screen (SV) and accelerator (ACCV) voltages are applied using the
standard recycle sequence. Then both discharge mass flow rate and beam current
are placed under automatic control. The extraction of ions from the discharge
chamber causes a step increase in discharge voltage with resultant transients
in vaporizer current and temperature. The beam current controller causes the
discharge current to ramp up at a constant rate until full beam current, nomi-
nally 72 mA, is reached. Soon after the beam current exceeds 68 mAthe con-
troller enters the full beam run state which reduces discharge keeper current
and causes the neutrallzer/run controller to begin timing the beam-on run
period. Once full beam Is reached, conditions are maintained until shutdown
sequence is Initlated.
A flowchart of the discharge controller programming is given in figure 13.
Nhen Interpretlng these flowcharts It should be remembered that the controllers
are finite state devices, not sequential digital computers. The rectangular
state blocks and the Immediately following decision diamonds are all part of
one state-of-the-flnlte-state device. The effective order of the decision
blocks is established by priority logic. Decision conditions are only sampled
once every 2 sec. The conditions established by a given state block remain in
effect until another state block is entered. For details of conditions during
any given state see table V.
Transitions to SD (shutdown) are caused by all shutdowns of the dlscharge
and neutralizer/run controllers. SD leads to the off state which lasts for
12 600 sec (3 hr, 30 mln). This time was chosen as a compromise. It is
intended to allow the thruster to cool down to within 30 °C of its equilibrium
temperature in order to simulate the thermal stresses of flight. (The thruster
actually cools to about 25 °C in each cycle. It is impractical to lengthen the
"off tlme" enough to significantly reduce this temperature because then the
total calendar time to conduct this 2500-cycle test would become extremely
long.)
Detailed software descrlptlon/comparlson. - The discharge controller t-hen
enters state ] whlch corresponds to the beglnnlng of the flight discharge
keeper ignition sequence. A slightly lower discharge vaporizer current is
used (1.27 versus 1.76 A) and the state lasts for lO sec instead of the 8 sec
used for flight. This state applies low power to the discharge vaporizer and
tip heaters to avold thermally shocking them when the full preheat power is
applied In the following state, state 2. This state brings the discharge
vaporizer and cathode to near operating temperatures and helps condition the
cathode for startlng. This state can last for up to 13 min, 20 sec but is nor-
mally terminated by the dlscharge vaporizer temperature reaching 275 °C. Oper-
ation is Identical to the corresponding portion of the flight sequence.
Next comes state 3, a temperature control state to allow the cathode-
Isolator-vaporlzer (CIV) assembly to stabilize and to further condition the
cathode for startlng. For the ground test a hardware implementation of the
temperature control function is used. The temperature control loop is essen-
tlally in the flight software.
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If the keeper fails to lighton the low voltagesupplythe dischargecon-
trollerproceedsto state 5. In this state the ignitorsupply is turnedon and
lefton for lO sec. In the f11ght algorithmsthe ignitoris on for 5 sec maxi-
mum and ignitionis tested every second. The ground test controllerthen pro-
ceeds to state 6, which Is an ignitioncheck lastinga maximumof 10 sec. If
the keeper is not lit or does not remain lit the controllerreturnsto the pre-
ignitionvaporizertemperaturecontrol, state 3, prior to anotherignition
attempt. In the ground test dischargecontrollerthe temperaturecontrolperi-
ods always last for 180 sec. In the flight algorithmsthe periodsare reduced
to 60 sec after the first attemptat ignition.
If the keeperremains lit the dischargecontrollerproceedsto state 7 in
which a tip heat reductionto an intermediatelevel occurs. If the keeper
goes out the controllerreturnsto state 3 to preparefor anotherattempt at
ignition. If the keeper remainsllt for 18 sec, the controllerproceeds to
state 8. In this state the tip heat is reducedto the normaloperatinglevel
and held there for another18 sec. If it goes out the controllerreturnsto
state 3 for anotherpass throughthe ignitionsequence.
In the fllght softwarethe numberof unsuccessfulignitionattempts is
11mltedto six. The hard start routine is then called. This routine causes a
thruster shutdownunless it is able to light the keeper. In the ground test
dischargecontroller,a slmllarfunction is servedby the shutdown(SD) timer.
It starts timing before state 3 is enteredand allows 650 sec, enough time for
three full attemptsat ignition,for state 8 to be completed. Otherwisethe
thruster Is shut down. If the keeper goes out during state 8 the shutdown
timer is clearedbefore returningto state 3 for three more attemptsat suc-
cessful ignition.
Entry into state 9 of the dischargecontrollercorrespondsto entry into
the flight dischargeIgnltlonalgorithm. In state 9 the dischargesupply is
turned on. If the main dischargelightsan immediatetransitionis made to
state II. If the dischargefails to llght wlthin lO sec the controllerpro-
ceeds to state 10 where the dischargesupply Is turnedoff for 4 sec before a
return to state 9 for anotherattempt to light. The shutdowntimer allows this
cycle to continuefor 650 sec (47 cycles)before shuttingthe thruster down.
If the main dischargellghts,the controllerjumps to state If. This
state provides 300 sec of thrusterwarmup at high dischargecurrentwith the
dischargevaporizerremainingtemperature-controlledas describedabove. This
reproducesthe fllght algorlthmsexactly.
The controllerthen proceeds to state 12 and initiatesclosed-loopdis-
charge vaporizercontrolbased on a referencevalue of 25 V for the difference
voltage (DV - DKV). This state is maintainedfor 300 sec. If the discharge
extinguishesduring this time, the extinctionis sensed and the thruster is
shut down. The equlvalentprocessto state 12 in the flightalgorithmsuses
the antl-floodroutlnefor a variabletime followed by 60 sec of operation
under closed-loopcontrol. In the ground test the hardwareof the difference
voltagecontrollercontains anti-floodcircuitryto performthe same function
(fig. 8). The fllght algorithmsuse a differencevoltagesetpointof 25.9 V at
thls stage whlle the ground test controllerhas only one fixed point of 25 V.
(This may give a sllghtlydifferentdischargeflow rate.) Nhen state 12 times
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out the controllerproceeds to state 13, a dischargemaintenancemode with con-
tinued closed-loopvaporizercontrol,to walt for the neutralizercontroller
flag Indicatingthat the neutralizerhas been startedand stabilized. An
equivalentprocess takes place at the end of the flight dischargeignition
algorlthm.
Nhen the neutralizerflag Is set the dischargecontrolleradvancesto
state 14. Thls is the pre-beamconditionwith hlgh dischargekeeper current
and wlth vaporizercontrolbased on the sensed dischargevaporizertemperature.
Its purposeIs to stabilizethe dischargechambernear the point requireddur-
Ing beam-on. The flight controlalgorithmshave an identicalstate immediately
after entry into the beam-onroutine. However,for flight,the state only
lasts 180 sec. The ground test pre-beamperiod was extendedto 300 sec to hold
the peak value of dischargevoltagewithin reasonablebounds at beam turn-on.
At the end of the pre-beam the dischargecontrollerenters state 15. Here
the screen and acceleratorsuppliesare turned on, the dischargevaporizeris
under closed-loopcontrolat the differencevoltage setpointof 25 V, the dis-
charge currentIs under automaticcontrolwith a beam current setpointof
72 mA, and the dischargekeeper currentis reduced to 120 mA. In the ground
test a long time constanton the controlInputs to the dischargekeeper supply
aids In keeping the keeper dischargellt during thls process. The d|scharge
current Inltlallystarts at 410 mA and is ramped up by the controllerat a rate
of 7 mA every II sec. The flight algorithmsapply the high voltagesand ramp
up the beam current |n a similarbut more detailedway, which Includescalling
the dischargeantl-floodlngprocedure.
The ground test controllertransitionsto state 16, the run state,when
the beam currentreaches62 mA or when the timer reaches300 sec. In the
ground test run state, as in the flight algorithms,the dischargekeeper cur-
rent Is reducedto 68 mA, the dischargevaporizeris maintainedunder closed-
loop differencevoltagecontrol, dischargecurrentis adjustedto maintain a
72 mA beam, and the beam-onflag is set. Unless the beam currentfalls below
34 mA causinga shutdown,the dischargecontrollerwlll remain In thls state
Indefinitely. The neutrallzer/runcontrollergeneratesa shutdownafter the
run time expiresto terminatethe cycle.
Startingat polnt SD the neutralizer/runcontrollerenters state O, the
off state. It remainsthere for 12 600 sec until the "off timer,"locatedin
the dischargecontroller,causes both controllersto enter state l simulta-
neously. Entry Into state I of the neutralizercontrollercorrespondsto entry
into the f11ght neutralizerstartupalgorlthm. State I is a lO sec turn-onof
the neutralizervaporizerand tlp heater to intermediatesetpointsbefore the
full preheat/condltlonlngsetpolntsof state 2 are applied. As with the dis-
charge cathodethis proceduremlnlmlzesthe possibilltyof damage to the heat-
ers due to thermalshock.
The controller then enters state 2, the neutralizer preheatlconditioning
phase, which brlngs the neutralizer/Isolator/vaporizer (NIV) assembly near
operating temperature. The vaporizer current and tip heater current setpoints
used are Ident|cal to flight. The controller remains in state 2 until the neu-
trallzer vaporlzer temperature reaches 370 °C or the timer reaches 16 min
(960 sec). The corresponding values for the flight algorithm are 355 °C and
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980 sec. The higher temperature Is used for the ground test because of a sig-
nlflcantly lower neutralizer vaporizer flow characterist|c for the test
thruster as compared to the flight thrusters.
When the required vaporlzer temperature is reached or the timer times out,
the controller enters state 3. This is equivalent to the software temperature
control mode used in the flight algorithm but, it is implemented via the con-
troller hardware. Because of vaporizer flow differences a temperature control
range from 370 to 380 °C is used as opposed to the 350 to 365 °C range used for
flight. This still results in a somewhat reduced propellant flowrate at igni-
tion than the optimal 24 mAwhich the flight setpoints are designed to provide.
After 180 sec of vaporizer temperature control, state 4 is entered. This
is equivalent to entry into the flight ignition sequence. In state 4 the low
voltage neutralizer keeper supply is on with the current setpoint at 530 mA.
If the keeper lights, as detected by the keeper current exceeding I00 mA, the
controller Jumps to state 7. If it fails to light wlthin I0 sec, the control-
let proceeds to state 5 where the keeper ignitor is turned on. Again, if igni-
tion occurs a Jump is made to state 7. State 7 is a repetitive ignition check
at full starting tip heat that lasts for I0 sec. If the keeper fails to light
durlng the lO sec of ignitor application in state 5 or goes out during state 7,
the controller goes to state 6 for 62 sec of vaporizer temperature control in
preparation for another try at ignition.
The controller programmlng is equivalent to the flight algorithm except
that the low voltage keeper supply is on alone for I0 sec instead of one, the
Ignltor is on for I0 sec instead of 5, the ignition check lasts for lO sec
instead of 5 and, if the ignition check fails, no attempt is made to restart
immedlately. After six failed attempts at ignition, the flight algorithm pro-
ceeds to the hard start routlne. If this routine is successful, the neutral-
izer ignition sequence proceeds; If not, the thruster is shut down. In the
ground test the shutdown timer limits the number of attempts to 17 before a
shutdown occurs.
If the ignition attempt is successful and the keeper discharge remains lit
through the ignition test of state 7, the controller proceeds to state 8. In
thls state the tip heat and vaporlzer power are reduced and operated at lower
fixed setpolnts for 180 sec, which is analogous to the flight algorithm. The
controller then proceeds to state 9 where closed-loop control of the neutral-
Izer vaporizer is established and maintained with the reference keeper voltage
set at 15.25 V. State lO is merely a continuation of state 9. The flight
algorithms differ from this procedure In that they call an anti-flooding
routlne to assure that the neutralizer dlscharge is not flooded when the
closed-loop vaporizer operation is initiated. In the ground test, neutralizer
flooding is controlled through the use of temperature limits in the vaporizer
controller hardware. If the neutralizer extinguishes during state 8 or 9 the
controller will return to state 6 and begin a new attempt at ignition, the
total number of such attempts being limited by the shutdown timer. The shut-
down tlmer is cleared and reset to |390 sec on exit from state I0. If the neu-
trallzer goes out during this state the controller returns to state 6 and the
full ignition algorithm is relnltlated from this point. The flight software
limits the number of neutralizer extinctions to three.
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The transltlon from state 10 to state 11 is equivalent to exitlng from the
f11ght neutrallzer |gnltlon routine. The neutrallzer ignition flag is set on
enterlng state II. In a11 of the followlng states, if the neutralizer extin-
gulshes the thruster w111 be shut down and no attempt w111 be made to restart
the neutrallzer. States 11 and 12 together form a wait state wlth the neutral-
Izer operating normally under closed-loop vaporizer control. The discharge
controller remains in dlscharge maintenance (state 13) untll it finds the neu-
trallzer flag set during one of these two states. It then inltiates pre-beam(state 14). The neutrallzer controller w111 remain in the state lO-state 11
loop untll the discharge flag Is set or untll 1380 sec have elapsed. The dis-
charge flag is set when the thruster beam is established and the discharge
controller enters the run state (state 16). State 12 checks the 1380 sec shut-
down tlmer and so provldes a 23 mln 11mlt on the time available to the dis-
charge controller to establish the beam.
State 13 Is entered when the discharge controller enters state 16, the
beam-on run state. Its only purpose is to record an early data point 5 min
after the beam Is establlshed. State 14 is the beam-on run state. It is ter-
mlnated by the I0 800 sec (3 hr) run timer in the discharge controller. This
timer Is started when that controller enters the beam-on run state. State 15
causes an immediate shutdown of the thruster after first taking a final
beam-on data point. In this way both controllers are returned to the off
state (state 0), and a new cycle begins.
Data System
The overall system block diagram (fig. I) shows the chief components of
the data system and their relatlonshlp to the rest of the system. Nlth the
exceptlon of the vaporizer temperatures, all thruster data is obtained from a
single set of sensors located in the thruster leads close to the vacuum system
penetratlons. From thls polnt the data takes three separate paths: a local
digital dlsplay allows a quick revlew of thruster status; strip charts continu-
ously record selected parameters; and a centralized data system reads all
parameters every second and logs and stores the data on a mainframe computer
for later processing. Thls section defines the parameters measured and
descrlbes the data system in detail.
System descrlptlon. - Figure 11 defines the thruster parameters measured
by the data system. The sensors (high-voltage Isolation amplifiers and mag-
netlc current sensors) are located in the leads to the thruster. Because of
the layout constraints, about 3.1 m (I0 ft) of lead wire intervenes between
the sensors and the thruster. No separate potentlal leads are used, but lead
resistance has been controlled to mlnlmize any effect on the accuracy of volt-
age measurements. For the thruster cathode and vaporizer heaters, the calcu-
lated lead reslstance Is less than 5 percent of the heater resistance at
operating temperatures. For other thruster voltages lead drop is negligible.
Sensors are callbrated to better than 1 percent of full scale. In gen-
eral, the measurements used duplicate those for the flight PEU (with some
additions). However, discharge anode current is measured instead of cathode
emission current, and true beam current rather than screen supply current is
measured. In addltlon, a11 supplies are equipped with analog panel meters at
the power supply package.
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For tracking long-term performance, the thruster and facility data are
recorded on the NASALew|s Research Center central data system (ref. 24). In
general, under normal operatlng condltlons, the resolut|on is on the order of
0.1 percent. Table II prov|des a 11stlng of the input channels to the central
data system and shows both full-scale input voltage and Its equivalent in engl-
neerlng units. As can be seen from the table, in addition to thruster data,
tank pressure, target temperature, and controller status are also recorded.
The data system computes beam-on hours (based on beam current) and counts
cycles (by followlng controller status). Th|s information is recorded with
the other data. Once |n the data system the information is either converted
to englneerlng units and prlnted locally for 1ogglng purposes or transferred
to the central computing facility for future processing.
The recording and routing of data is governed by the ground test control-
ler. Data Is recorded and/or logged at the end of the off period, at the end
of a number of long duration states during the startup, at beam-on, 5 min after
beam-on, and at the end of the beam-on run period. The special points in the
thruster cycle at which data is recorded and/or printed locally are indicated
on the flow charts and programming sheets In figures 13 and 14. In total, l]
data scans are printed and 19 are stored each cycle. Data is also recorded and
logged anytlme the thruster is shut down by the controller. The intent is to
obtain data at well defined polnts in each operatlng cycle so that meaningful
long-term trends can be discerned. The sequence of status numbers recorded
with the data allows the determ|natlon of which state the thruster was in when
the data was taken and the detection of anomalous or unsuccessful startups.
The data system also prov|des a display of all data in engineering units
on a CRT. This dlsplay is updated approximately once each second. However,
since _t Is located in a control room, it Is not visible from the facility.
To provlde easy access to data for local control and fast analysis of thruster
cond|tlon, d_gltal displays of all thruster data to full accuracy are provided
at the test site.
Sixteen of the thruster parameters (except the heater voltages) are con-
tinuously recorded on two analog strip chart recorders. These recorders
respond to signals with frequencles up to 125 Hz.
The chart recorders provide a continuous record of all thruster operation.
The|r speed of response assures that no significant thruster events will be
mlssed. The very slow chart speed used, 3 mm/mln, has both advantages and dis-
advantages. Because of the slow speed it is impossible to resolve the time
sequence of events whlch occur within 5 to lO sec of each other. However, the
slow speed places an entire operational cycle on a relatively short piece of
chart paper which can be rapidly scanned to detect serious deviations from the
norm.
TypicalCycle
Figures12(a) and (b) provide typicalstrip chart data from a cycle early
in the test. For the neutrallzer/runcontrollerthe tracesof interestare:
(I) NKI - neutralizerkeeper current,(2) NKV - neutralizerkeeper voltage,
(3) NHTI - neutrallzerheater tip current,(4) NVI - neutralizervaporizercur-
rent, and (5) NVT - neutralizervaporizertemperature. As can be seen from
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the NVT trace, the vaporizercools off to near ambientduring the 3 hr, 20 min
off per|od (flg. 12). Typicallythe temperatureat startupis about 20 °C.
In the dischargeIgn|tlonphase the active thrusterparametersare:
(1) DV - dischargevoltage, (2) DI - dischargecurrent,(3) DKI - discharge
keeper current,(4) DKV - dischargekeeper voltage, (5) DHTI - dischargeheater
tlp current,(6) DVI - dischargevaporizercurrent,and (7) DVT - discharge
vaporizertemperature.
PreliminaryGround Test Results
Figures 15(a) to (c) show data on importantthrusterparameters: The
plots are constructedfrom data at lO cycle intervalsfrom 0 to 1399 cycles.
The data indicatethrusteroperationswere stable. Perturbationswere due to
facilitiesfailuresor facilitles/datasystem anomalies.
DISCUSSION
Facility Effects
A number of phenomena can invalidate any ion thruster ground test per-
formed In a vacuum chamber. Significant facility effects include (I) inability
of main chamber to hold space vacuum levels, (2) inhibition of sputter erosion
by reactive background gases, (3) contamination of emissive surfaces, (4) deg-
radatlon of the thruster by back-sputtered material from the vacuum system, and
(5) poor thermalsimulation.
The backgroundgas (minus thrustereffluents)in the main vacuum chamber
has a numberof sources: intrusionof atmospheredue to defectivewelds,
nitrogenfrom LN2 coolantchannels,outgasslngand evaporationof materials
insidethe chamber,backstreamlngof oil and gases from the diffusionpump,
sputteringof mercuryand other materialsfrom surfaces impingedby the
thrusterbeam, and evaporationof mercury condensedon warm surfaces. During
thrusteroperation,the last item, evaporationof condensedmercury, is inslg-
nificantcomparedto other sourcesof backgroundgas.
As the nonorganicmaterialsused In the vacuum chamberwere chosen to min-
Imizeoutgasslng,and the cryosurfacesand diffusionpump have a large pumping
capacityfor condensableoutgassedproducts,they should not make a significant
contrlbutlonto the backgroundgas. Th|s then, leaves (1) evaporationof mer-
cury from warm surfaces,(2) alr from the known leak, (3) sputteredmercury and
carbon,and (4) GN2 from LN2 leaks. The remainingbackgroundgas must princi-
pally be oxygen, water vapor, etc. from the leak. This was verified by reduc-
Ing the pressureon the atmosphereside of the leak which reducedthe chamber
pressureby up to one-half an order of magnitude.
It is assumedhere that the beam-off chamberpressure is a reasonable
measureof beam-onbackgroundpartla]pressures,|.e., that the only gas engen-
dered by thrusteroperation is mercury vapor from the thrusterand target.
But, there are ways in which beam-onoperationcould change the makeup of the
backgroundgas. Heat input from the thrustercan be expectedto cause
increasedoutgasslng.
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Sputteringlevaporatlonof Hg, Mo, Carbon,Si, and other materialsfrom the
beam shleld,target,and slde tray Is also possible. Observationof facility
pressureduring startup Indicates,however,that after a slight increasedue to
hlgh propellantflow at Ignition,the pressurereturnsto near-backgroundlev-
els as the thruster Is operatedat high dischargepower prior to beam-on.
Thrustermount temperatureand cryosurfacetemperaturesshow only slightvarla-
tions during the beam-onrun period. At shutdownthe chamberpressurereturns
quicklyto near beam-off levels. A number of thrustercycles are required for
the beam-onchamberpressureto stabillze. Once this point is reached,the
chamberpressurecloselyfollowsthe thrusterbeam current.
Decreasedsputtererosion.- The presenceof certain gases can reduce the
dischargechambererosionrate by up to an order of magnitude. The gases react
wlth the base metals and form sputterresistantsurfacefilms on discharge
chambersurfaces(refs. 5 to 7). The magnitudeof the effect dependson the
competingrates for the formationand removalof the coatings. The rate of
formationis proportlonalto the partialpressureof the reactivegas. The
rate of removaldependson the energy and currentdensityof the bombarding
Ions.
Data for a 30-cm thruster operating at 2 A of beam current with discharge
voltages of 36 or 37 V, indicates screen grid erosion at 90 percent of maximum
for total faclllty pressures below 6.7x10 -5 Pa (5xlO -7 torr) with nitrogen as
the background gas (ref. 5). The equivalent pressure for the 8-cm test
thruster will be somewhat lower because of the lower beam current density.
The beam-off total pressure indication on Vl is typically 2.7x10 -6 Pa
(2x10 -8 tort) and Is always below 6.7x10 -6 Pa (5x10 -8 tort). Even before
repair of the leak tt ran typically at 2xlO -5 Pa (1.5xlO -7 torr). Taking these
readings as indlcatlve of the nitrogen background pressure in the facility dur-
ing beam-on operation, the sputter erosion of the screen grid and of the entire
discharge during the ground test should be close to that which would be
observed in a perfect vacuum.
Contamination of emlsslve surfaces. - The discharge and neutralizer cath-
ode assemblies each contain a 20 percent porous tungsten insert impregnated
with an emisstve mixture. During thruster operation the surface of these
Inserts supplies the bulk of the electrons required to sustain the thruster
discharges. The material composition and surface condition of the inserts
affects the Ignition characteristics of the cathodes. The functioning of the
inserts has a strong impact on the operating characteristics of these dis-
charges. Background gases can change the operational characteristics of the
Inserts by reactlng wtth the cooled cathodes during the thruster off period.
Contamination of the emissive surfaces during the off period is more difficult
to deal wlth for lack of data, but pre-igntion conditioning tends to remove
contamlnation which results from cooling. There is evidence of this from the
ground test. [nitlally the discharge cathode underwent a shift in ignition
characteristics early In the test and has since required use of the ignitor
supply. However, the neutralizer, once conditioned after much contamination,
has continued to Ignite at very low voltages. The neutralizer is much more
exposed than the discharge cathode, which Is concealed in the discharge chamber
behind the baffle.
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Thus it appearsreasonableto draw the followlngconclusions:
(I) Some contamlnatlonof emlsslve surfaceswill occur during the cooldown
phase but these effectswlll be largelyto completelyreversedby preheating
prior to Ignitionand by operationof the thruster. In addition,a detailed,
extensive(24 hr) conditioningof the cathodes is performedafter every facil-
Ity upset or shutdownin whlch the fac111typressurerises above I0-L Pa
(lO-_ tort), to reverseany contaminationeffects.
(2) Operatlonof the dischargeand neutralizercathodesis not signifi-
cantly affectedby the presenceof backgroundgases during thrusteroperation
becauseof Hg flow rates and pressuresin the cathodesand ionizationin the
orificeswith dischargeson. In addition,during cooldown,continuingmercury
flow from the coolingvaporizerprotectsthe inserts.
Back-sputteredmaterial.- The energeticmercury ions in the beam will
strike the variousstructureswithin the vacuum facilityand sputtermaterial
therefrom,some of whlch will return to the thruster. In this test the nature
of the materlal being back-sputteredis controlledby the use of a frozen mer-
cury targetand tray. This assuresthat the majorityof the materlalreturned
is mercury, the most benevolentmaterlalto return to a mercury ion thruster.
The inner wall of the tray is also exposedto beam ions. It is made from
1.5 mm (0.060 in.) stalnlesssteel coveredwith tantalummesh and has been
coated with colloldalgraphite. The wall is inclinedat 30° to the tank axis.
The Incllnatlonof this wall causes the beam ions to strike the inner edge
above the surfaceof the mercury.
The only other materialback-sputteredto the thrusterin any quantity is
mercury. Since mercuryreadilyevaporatesfrom warm surfaces,it will not
accumulatein the operatlngthruster,but may accumulateon the beam shield
codeposltedalong with Mo.
If ingestedInto the dischargechamberand neutralizer,these materials
will change the operatingconditionsof the discharges,and consequentlytheir
control setpolnts. The back-sputteredmaterialswill increasecharge exchange
erosionof the grids and may affect the couplingof the neutralizerto the
beam. The best indicationof back-sputteredmaterialreachingthe thruster is
an increasein Ia when operatingthe thrusterin a bell jar as opposed to a
large tank. In addition,changesin Vg and NKV are indicatorsof back-
sputteredmaterla1. Some back-sputteredmaterialmay be reionizedresulting in
Increasedbeam current. The analyslspresentedshould be treatedas a reasona-
ble explanatlonfor the effectsobserved,due to the fact that the discharge
and neutrallzerflow rates are not well known.
Thermalslmulatlon.- At first sight the thermalslmulatlonwould seem to
be poor. On the spacecraftthe z-modulethrustersees deep space from almost
the whole front hemlsphere. There is also a major view of the surfaceof the
IAPS module over which temperaturecan vary considerably. The thrustermount-
Ing tube Is nearly thermallyisolatedby the glmbal,and the interiorof the
mounting tube views the relatlvelywarm interiorof the gimbal assembly. In
the ground test, the forward view, up to 40° from the centerline,is of the
target and tray at -100 °C. From 40° to about 80° from the centerline,the
view is of the warm tank walls throughthe perforatedmetal of the -75 °C cold
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wa11. The remainder of the surroundings are at 25 °C. The thruster mounting
tube is well coupled to the large thermal mass of the mount.
However, cooldown tests with a prototype thruster instrumented with a
thermocouple on the mounting tube near the backplate as well as the thermocou-
ples on the vaporizers and the mount, indicate that the solid stainless steel
"ground screen" and ground screen mask form an effective heat shield around
the thruster. In these tests the two vaporizer temperatures, which differed
by 35 °C during thruster operation, became essentially identical about 5 min
after shutdown and remained wlthln 5 °C of each other for the next 2 hr of the
cooldown. The mounting tube temperature remained about halfway between the
vaporizer temperature and the mount temperature during cooldown. Nith the test
thruster, followlng a 2 week cold soak, the discharge vaporizer temperature
(DVT) was 2.2 °C and the neutrallzer vaporizer temperature (NVT) was -7 °C.
The data indicates that once internal heat sources are removed the major por-
tlon of the thruster rapidly assumes a uniform temperature with some conduction
down the mounting tube. Calculations, using the measured temperature differ-
ence between the upper end of the mounting tube and mount, for the prototype
thruster, Indicate that during operation less than 9 W are conducted down the
mounting tube. During the run period the mount temperature Increases slightly,
warming to 15 to 20 °C above room temperature.
From thls it appears reasonable to conclude that during thruster operation
the major heat loss is by radiation from the grids and, to a lesser extent, by
radiation and some conduction down the mounting tube and feedlines. Similar
concluslons were reached from thermal testing of 30-cm ion thrusters (ref. 8).
As mounted for the fllght test, the thruster glmbal is located in the rela-
t|vely warm Interior of the spacecraft. Calculations show that during opera-
tlon the test thruster temperature distribution should be close to that which
will exist during operatlonon the spacecraft. The initlalcooldown is proba-
bly somewhatmore rapid becauseof increasedconductiondown the thruster
mountingtube. The ultimatecold soak temperaturesare somewhatwarmer than
f11ght becauseof increasedcouplingof the thruster to the room temperature
mount and upper bell Jar.
The thermal slmulatlon is reasonably good with possibly a slight reduction
In some thruster operating temperatures due to enhanced heat conduction through
the thruster mounting tube. The Inltlal rate of fall of thruster temperature
at cooldown may also be increased slightly for the same reason.
During warmup in the ground test thruster, the gain and dynamic character-
Istlcs of the commercial Isolatlon amplifier change, so the adjustment of loop
gain (which is done manually) is a compromise. The gain is set to produce a
mildly underdamped response in the final, stabilized, state of thruster opera-
tlon. This results in a significantly underdamped response when the thruster
beam is flrst established. Thruster gain soon after beam-on is actually lower
than in the final stab_l_zed state but the change in thruster dynamic charac-
terlstlcs causes contlnuous, low amplltude oscillations in vaporizer current
whlle the thruster Is in this state. Because of the relatively low loop gain,
the thruster gain shift also produces a drop in the average value of V6 of up
to 0.5 V between the two states. Because of possible differences in overall
loop galn, it cannot be said that this control process absolutely duplicates
fllght conditions. However, once the beam-on transition is completed and the
transient has subsided there is no noticeable variation in V6 other than that
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from the deliberateperturbationdiscussedelsewhere. The possibledifference
In controllerga|n should have an insignificanteffecton the ground test
results.
Assessment of facility effects. - The test facility provides a reasonable
s|mulatlon of the most important characteristics of the environment experienced
by the thruster on the spacecraft. The simulation Is not perfect. During sta-
ble full-beam operation of the test, the impact of these facility effects
should not be so great as to Impalr the validity of the test. Sputter erosion
of the discharge chamber may be somewhat less than the amount occurring in
flight, due to the protective effect of the background nitrogen in the ground
test. This presumes that the d|scharge voltage and flow rate are the same in
both. Operation of the discharge and neutralizer cathodes plus the neutralizer
coupling to the beam, may be slightly perturbed by the back-sputtered flux in
the ground test. Increased charge exchange erosion of the accelerator grids is
known to occur from the measured I a, providing an increased source of sput-
tered molybdenum to contaminate other thruster surfaces, principally the beam
shield, the neutralizer, and the ground screen mask. Sputtered carbon and
stainlesssteel from the facllltystructurewlll also depositout on these sur-
faces and some will penetrate Into the dischargechamber. The back-sputtered
material ingestedinto the dlschargechamberwill be largelyionized,and a
portlonwlll be acceleratedas part of the ion beam, therebyaltering the
thrusteroperatingpolnt. In any event, changes in thrustersurfaces should
not be l|fe llmltlngand should not perturbthrusteroperationto any notice-
able extent.
Power ElectronicsUnit
In the flight PEU the supplies for the vaporizer and tip heaters produce
a lO-kHz ac square wave. In the ground test, dc supplies are used. The cur-
rent In the cathode tip heaters can produce noticeable magnetic fields in the
Immedlate vlc|nlty of the discharge and neutralizer cathodes. The axial, dc
magnetlc field on the centerllne of the discharge cathode at the end of the
heater coll |s about 25 G at startup and 14 G during beam-on run. The corre-
sponding field values at the downstream end of the neutralizer cathode orifice
are 5.5 G at startup and 2.7 G during beam-on run. In flight the fields would
be alternating at I0 kHz and would probably be reduced somewhat in amplitude by
the sh|eld|ng effect of the cathode structure and discharge chamber magnetic
circuit.
The effects of th|s difference In heater operation are difficult to esti-
mate. It cannot be sald categorlcally that the effects are negligible. How-
ever, no gross d|fferences between the operation of the test thrustor using dc
heater supplies and ion thrusters using lO-kHz ac heater supplies have been
noted.
There are other differences in power supply characteristics between the
ground test and fllght. The ground test keeper supplies have an open circuit
voltage of about 30 V while the flight PEU keeper supplies produce about 45 V
at no load. However, no excessive tendency for the keeper discharges to extin-
guish has been observed. The open circuit voltage of the ground test discharge
supply Is also somewhat lower than the flight value.
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The screen and accelerator supplies in the flight PEU use high frequency
swltchlng mode regulators. Thelr output filter capacitors are of relatively
modest slze (0.47 Nfd for the screen and O.l _fd for the accelerator). Kepco
BHK2000-O.l(m) commerclal supplies are used for the ground test. To reduce
power supply mortallty during recycles, the Kepco supplies were converted to
the manufacturer's "HS" optlon which removes essentially all output capacity
and increases the response speed of the supply.
The effect of this difference In the screen and accelerator supplies on
thruster llfe Is difficult to estimate. For instance, the absence of grid arcs
will prevent pitting and sputtering of grid material and could enhance thruster
llfe, but it could allow whiskers or flakes of sputtered material to grow
across the gap between the grids and cause a permanent short circuit. Which of
these possible effects is the more significant is unknown. In the flight sup-
ply there exists a gr|d clear circuit which helps to remove any flakes of sput-
tered material which might deposit between grids.
The overcurrent sensing (fig. 7) used for the ground test differs signifi-
cantly from fllght. In the ground test, overcurrent sensing is used on the
accelerator supply as well as the screen supply. This was done to provide
addltlonal protection to the thruster from possible malfunction in, or mal-
adjustment of, the relatlvely hlgh current (greater than 100 mA) commerclal
power supply used for the accelerator. The current limit on this supply is.
adjusted to 20 mA durlng thruster operation. Secondly, the time constant of
the circuitry feeding the overcurrent sensing comparators is much longer than
that used for fllght. The difference arose prlncipally from the need to pro-
tect the recycle circuitry from the extreme voltage transients resulting from
discharge of the screen and accelerator supply output capacitors (2 pfd each
until removal) during a grid arc. Finally, the life test circuitry contains a
fixed delay of about 75 msec not used for f11ght. The entire overcurrent/recy-
cle circuit floats with thruster neutrallzer commonin an electrlcally noisy
envlronment. The additional filterlng was added to prevent nulsance over-
current trips.
Followlng its initiation, the recycle sequence proceeds in a manner which
closely resembles fllght. Both the screen and accelerator supplies are Immedl-
ately programmed to 0 V. The discharge current is ramped to a low current
setpolnt at a controlled rate. This status is held for about I sec. The
accelerator supply is then turned on and begins to ramp up with a controlled
time constant. Two hundred milllseconds later the screen supply is turned on
and approaches its flnal value with another controlled time constant. Finally,
300 msec later, the programming input for the discharge supply is returned to
its normal Input value and the discharge current returns to its normal value at
a controlled rate completing the recycle sequence. The same recycle sequence
is also used In turning the screen and accelerator supplies on and off as
required by the test controller.
For the ground test upper and lower limits of 73 and 71 mAwere initially
chosen. However, the circuit has shown a certain tendency to allow the beam
current to drlft up wlth tlme and temperature and so has been readjusted per-
iodlcally to keep the operating beam current reasonably close to 72 mA. The
fllght system used IImlts of 73 and 70 mA.
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DIscharqe vaporlzer control - There are some indications that the IAPS
thruster difference voltage may have a "valley" shape as vaporizer flow (a
function of temperature having multiple values) |ncreases. To prevent the con-
trol loop from remaining in the wrong reglon a dlscharge vaporizer temperature
control loop was added. Thls loop has relatively low galn and a long time con-
stant. A significant temperature translent again produces a vaporizer power
reduction, whlch usually results |n the voltage control loop regaining control
on recovery. Not shown on the block d|agram is a V6 voltage sensing clrcult
which d|sables both the ga|n and temperature loops |f V6 rises past a preset
IImlt. It changes the long tlme constant Integrators in both loops in a dlrec-
tlon wh|ch allows full vaporizer current, and thus reduces the chances of
extlngu|shlng the thruster dlscharge because h|gh V6 usually Indicates too
low a flow rate.
The IAPS ground test thruster has proven difficult to "flood" during nor-
mal beam-on operation. It appears that the increase in dlscharge current by
the beam-current controller as a beam current starts to fall with excessive
propellant flow almost precludes "flooded" operation. The controller was
checked out and adjusted using a prototype thruster. With some effort It was
posslble to get thls thruster Into somethlng approach|ng a "flooded" condition.
Lack of floodlng may be due to higher than normal discharge current for normal
beam-full operation. After proper adjustment the controller dld indeed cut
back the vaporizer power to a point which would a11ow recovery. However,
adjustment of the galn loop proved dlfflcult. Too much loop gain caused exces-
sive overshoot and extinguished the discharge. It was difficult to find a com-
blnatlon of settings which were effective in curing the flooded condition
without extlngulshlng the thruster, and also allowed enough time for the volt-
age control loop to become active before the control loop released its control
and again a11owed the "flooded" condition to resume. Tests were performed by
turning the controller on into an already "flooded" thruster.
It proved Impossible to get the ground test thruster into a flooded state
wlth reasonable perturbation of the operat|ng state. Hence, the controller was
not tested wlth the ground test thruster. From an examination of the strip
chart data, It Is hlghly unllkely that the antl-flooding functions have ever
been active. There Is no Indlcatlon that the test thruster has ever been In a
flooded state. Other than creating the continuous small perturbation, it is
unlikely that thls addltlonal circuitry has had any effect on the ground test.
RTDslgnal condltlonlng. - The IAPS thruster uses platinum Resistance
Temperature Detector (RTD) to measure the temperature of the discharge and neu-
tralizer vaporizers. The resistance at 0 °C is 200 _. In the flight system
current Is only applled to the RTDs during a short interval while the tempera-
ture Is actually being sensed by the DClU.
For the ground test, continuous temperature signals are required for con-
trol and data system purposes. In order to be discernible above the noisy
background, the sensors must produce a large signal. But since self heating
must be mlnlmlzed, the sensors are given a pulse of current, about 13 mA, for
approxlmately 10 msec duration every I00 msec. Thls results in an average sen-
sor dissipation of 8.4 mNat 400 °C.
According to the manufacturers speclfications, a platinum RTD, immersed
In flowlng o11, can dissipate 60 mNwlth only a 1° shift in reading. Since the
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IAPS sensorsare attachedto the vaporizersthrougha low thermal resistance
bracket,this levelof self heating should producenegligibleerror.
The pulsed voltage signal,which correspondsto the vaporizertemperature,
is offset so that a 0 to 5 V span correspondsto temperaturesfrom -50 to
450 °C. The signal Is then applied to a sampleand hold circuitwhich supplies
a dc output to the data system,variousanalog controllersand the ground test
controller.
Parameter Sensing
For control purposes certain signals must be sensed to determine thruster
status. In addition to the vaporizer temperatures dlscussed above, the level
of discharge and neutral|zer keeper current, beam current, and discharge cur-
rent must be sensed on a go/no-go basis. To provide this sensing, simple com-
parators are used on the current signals involved. For keeper and discharge
currents only a slngle decision point Is required. For the beam current two
points are sensed, one to indicate beam-on and one to indicate low beam. To
allow recycles to occur without causing a low beam trip, a single 31-sec time
constant has been Inserted in the beam current signal ahead of the comparators.
Mercury Feed System
To simulate flight operation, the mercury feed system must deliver propel-
lant to the thruster vaporlzers wlth a pressure between IxlO +5 and 2.4xi0 +5 Pa
(15 and 35 psla). This pressure range arises because the flight system uses
nitrogen gas in a blowdown conflguratlon to expel mercury from the tank, the
pressure dropping as the propellant is consumed. In addition, because of the
buildup of propellant |mpurlt|es in the thruster vaporizer (ref. 9), the entire
feed system must be made of materials which are compatible with mercury and the
mercury must be very pure.
The system is equlpped with callbrated burettes for measuring propellant
flow. However, flow measurements are compllcated by the relatively large vol-
ume of mercury contained |n the polyethylene tubing. The bulk thermal expan-
sion modulus of polyethylene is about twice that of mercury, which leads to a
negat|ve "thermometer effect." Calculations indicate that a 5 °C change in
temperature produces a drop In the mercury level in the discharge vaporizer
burette equivalent to that produced by about I hr of beam-on operation. To
obtain flow measurements of reasonable accuracy, long periods of stable opera-
tlon are required. In addition, the change In height of the burettes produces
significant pressure change on the remainder of the system. Hence an addi-
tlonal correctlon Is needed to obtain the true mercury flowrates from the
column helght versus tlme measurements with the burettes. It should be noted
that entrapped gas and changes in the applied pressure can cause errors in
burette measurements.
The prlnclpal shortcomings of the feed system arise from the use of plas-
tic tubing which was chosen to allow the mechanical motion and provide electri-
cal insulation (the entire feed system is electrically isolated) required by
other system cons|deratlons.
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Qualityof Simulation
The ControllerDescriptionsectionof this paper providesa detailedexam-
Inatlonof the ground test controllerand its programming. It includesa com-
parlsonwith the relevant portionsof the flight controlalgorithms. As can be
seen from this section,the normal ground test cycle presentedgives a good
approximationof expectedflight operation. There are, however,some notable
differencesin the ground test operation. These include:
(1) An extended"pre-beam"state
(2) A slmpllfledbeam-on transitionwith a higher peak dischargetypically
47 V, which takes about 30 sec for the dischargevaporizercontrol
circuitto begin to correct
(3) Higher neutralizervaporizertemperatureduring preheat and at
ignitionwith a somewhat lower neutralizerflowrateat ignition
(4) Lower neutralizerkeeper voltage controlpoint with much reducedflow
(5) Longer tlme after cathode ignitionbefore tip heat reduction
(6) Differentrun tlme referencedifferencevoltage
(7) Differentrun and off times, I.e., colder starts and longer run time
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The operatingconditionsof this ground test are the resultof a seriesof
compromises. The significantquestion Is the adequacyof the simulationfor
the purposeof the test. The purposeof this test is to verify durabilityof
IAPS thrustersfor flight appllcatlonsand to Identlfyperformancechangesand
degradationeffectswith operating time and cycles.
The environment presented to the thruster should not inhibit sputter ero-
sion or contaminate the cathodes significantly during operation. Someminor
contamination may occur during the thruster off period however, this should be
reversed to a large extent by the normal startup procedure. The major compo-
nent of the materlal back-sputtered from the vacuum facility by the thruster
beam Is mercury which should not Impair thruster operation.
The test controller commandsthe thruster to execute startup/run and shut-
down cycles whlch closely approximate nominal flight operation using the flight
PEU and DCIU. Care has been taken to slmulate the important dynamic charac-
terlstlcs of the PEU. Notable differences between test and flight operations
Include screen and accelerator supply characterlstics, the use of dc heater
supplies, the higher neutralizer vaporizer temperature at ignition and during
operation and the slmplIfled beam-on transition used for this test. In addi-
tion, the operatlng neutrallzer keeper voltage and discharge chamber difference
voltage setpolnts differ slightly from those used for flight. These differ-
ences should not effect the overall validity of the test.
Thls paper deals with IAPS ground test data up to October 31, 1983. The
thrusterperformedas expected In a stable manner and accumulated1399 cycles
and 3593 beam-onhours.
Lack of funding to continue testing forced a temporary shutdown of the
ground test untll February 17, 1987. During this dormant period the thruster
was retracted and stored In the bell jar upper chamber in an argon atmosphere.
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Modificationsto the data system were made, and operationalcapabilitywhich
closelyapproximatedon-orbltoperationwas added.
The ground test was continuedon February 17, 1987, and will be considered
completewhen 2557 cycles and 7052 beam-onhours have been accumulated. This
occurred in February1988. Thls testingperiod will be addressedin detail in
a futurepaper.
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TABLE I. - POWER SUPPLY CHARACTERISTICS
Life test Flight
Supply Type Regulation Open Short- Rated output Control Type Regulation Open Short- Rated output Control
circuit circuit circuit circuit
voltage, current, V A voltage, current, V A
V mA V mA
Screen (VSCR) dc Voltage ai182 b]o0 2000 O.lO0 On/off dc Voltage 1200 (c) 1200 0.090 On/off
Accelerator (VA) dc Voltage 300 b20 2000 .lO0 On/off dc Voltage 300 8.0 298 ! On/off
Discharge (AVI) dc Current 95 .... 50 1 Setpoints/ dc Current >120 --- 50 ] Setpoints/JB control JB control
Discharge keeper do Current 31.4 .... 28 O.B Setpoints do Current 60 --- 25 0.5 Setpoints
(VDK)
Discharge keeper de None 400 II On/off dc None >400 -- 50 .014 On/off
ignitor
Discharge cathode de Current 24 12 5 Setpoints ac Current 10 --- 10 4 Setpoints
tip heater (VCT)
Discharge dc Current 15 5.5 5 Setpoints/ ac Current I0 -- 6 3 Setpolnts/
vaporizer (VDV) VO control V6 control
Neutralizer dc Current 28.7 28 0.5 Setpoints dc Current -- 23 0.6 Setpoints
keeper (VNK)
Neutralizer de None 386 10.7 On/off dc None >400 -- 50 .014 On/off
keeper ignitor
Neutralizer tip dc Current 24 .... 12 5 Setpoints ac Current 10.3 --- IO 4 Setpolnts
heater (VNT) 412 Setpoints/Neutralizer dc Current IS 5.5 5 Setpoints/ ac Current 4.3 ---
vaporizer (VNV) VNK control VNK control
aCommercial°series pass voltage-regulatedsupply (KEPCO BHK 2000-0.1M (HS))with output voltage set as shown.
bCommericialsupply; current limit set as shown; recycle circuitry l mit current to 20 mA.
CSupply shuts down on overcurrent and turned on during recyclesequence.
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TABLE II. - DATA.SYSTEMCHANNELLIST
Channel Symbol Parameter Input Engineering Conversion
number measured range, units factor
V
1 BMI J(B) BEAM +I +I00 mA XI00[MA/V]
2 DI J(1) DISC +I +I A XI[A/V]
3 DV DISC VLTS +0.5 +50 V XI00[V/V]
4 DKI J(CK) +I +1000 mA XIOOO[MA/V]
5 DKV V(CK) +0.5 +50 V XlOO[V/V]
6 DHTI J(CT) +0.5 +5 A XIO[A/V]
7 DHTV V(CT) +I +10 V XIO[V/V]
8 DVI J(CV) +0.5 +5 A XIO[A/V]
9 DVV V(CV) +0.5 +5 V X]O[V/V]
10 DVT TEMP MVAP +5 -50 C [A]
+450 C
11 NKI J(NK) +I 1000 mA XIOOO[MA/V]
12 NKV V(NK) +0.5 +50 V XIOO[V/V]
13 NHTI J(NT) +0.5 +5 A XIO[A/V]
14 NHTV V(NT) +l +10 V XIO{V/V]
15 NVI J(NV) +0.5 +5 A XIO[A/V]
16 NVV V(NV) +0.5 +5 V XIO[V/V]
17 NVT TEMP NVAP +5 -50 C [B]
+450 C
18 ACCI J(A) +1 +10 mA XIO[HA/V]
19 ACCV V(A) +0.5 +500 V XI000[V/V]
20 SV V(SCR) +1.5 +1500 V XIOOO[V/V]
21 NFPV V(G) ±0.5 ±50 V XIOO[V/V]
22 DSTS DISC STAT +7.5 Integer [C]
0 to 15
23 NSTS DISC STAT +7.5 Integer [D]
0 to 15
24 TTMP TARGET +3.2 -320 F [E]
TEMP.
25 VAC TANK +l E-3 TORR IF]
PRESSURE E-7 TORR
[A] DVT[CENTIGRADE] = 100 " V(IO) - 50
[B] NVT[CENTIGRADE] : 100 " V(17) - BO
[C] DSTS[DIMENSIONLESS] = TRUNCATE ((V(22) + .25) * 2.0)
[D] NSTS[DIMENSIONLESS] : TRUNCATE ((V(23) + .25) " 2.0)
[E] TTHP[FAHRENHEIT] = -100.0 " V(24)
IF] VAC[TORR] : 9.607E - 11 " EXP (17.81489 " V(25))
Note: [XXX] indicates dimension of conversion factor or
reference to conversion equation.
V(NN) : True voltage input to channel NN of scanner in
volts.
TABLE llI.- TYPICAL OPERATING PRESSURES
Ion Indicated beam-off Indicated beam-on Corrected beam-on Beam-on number
gage pressure, pressure, pressure, density ate25 °C
torr torr torr I/cmJ
Before After Before After After After
1/21/83 1/21/83 1/21/83 1/21/83 1/21/83 1/21/83
Vl l.Bx10-7 2xi0-8 1.BxlO-6 9xlO-7 4.1xlO-7 1.34xi010
V2 2xlO-7 6x10-8 1.5xlO-6 9xi0-7 4.1xlO-7 1.34xlOI0
V3 4xlO-7 1.BxlO-7 2xi0-6 l.SxlO-6 6.gxlO-7 2.24xi0lO
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TABLE IV. - NEUTRALIZER/RUNCONTROLLERPROGRAMMING
State Neut. Neut. Neut. Ignitor Remarks Jump Jump Incr. Clear Shutdown Clear Record Print Disc.
no. yap. tip heat keeper on/off address trigger trigger timer trigger S/D timer data data flag
field field, field, field field field field, on field on exit on exit on exit field
A mA sec exit
0 Off Off Off Off Shutdown O0 None Off time Yes None No No NO Clear
12 600
1 0.67 A 1.30 Off Off Preheat low O0 None 8 Yes None No NO No Clear
2 1.10 A 2.65 Off Off Preheat 03 NVT 960 Yes None NO Yes Yes Clear
>370 °C
3 Control 2.65 Off Off Control yap. O0 None 180 Yes None Yes Yes No Clear
NVTa temp.
4 ].lO A 2.65 510 Off LV keeper 07 NKI 8 Yes S/D timer No No No Clear
on >100 mA 1380 sec
5 1.10 A 2.65 510 On Ignitor on 07 NKI 8 Yes S/D timer No NO NO Clear
>100 mA 1380 sec
6 Control 2.65 Off Off Control yap. 04 60 sec None Yes S/D timer No Yes No Clear
NVTa temp. 1380 sec
7 1.10 A 2.65 510 Off Keeper lit 06 NKI 8 Yes S/D timer No No No Clear
<100 mA 1380 sec
8 0.87 A 1.30 510 Off Reduce tip 06 NKI 180 Yes S/D timer No Yes No Clear
heat <I00 _ 1380 sec
9 Auto 1.30 510 Off Establish 06 NKI 180 Yes S/D timer No Yes NO Clear
(NKV=15.6V) NKV control <100 mA 1380 see
I0 Auto 1.30 510 Off Stabilize 06 NKI 300 Yes None Yes Yes Yes Clear
(NKV=I5.6V) <I00 mA
II Auto 1.30 510 Off Check for 13 Disc. 8 Yes NKI No No No Set
(NKV=I5.6V) beam on flag <I00 mA
12 Auto 1.30 510 Off Check for II 2 sec None Yes S/D timer No No No Set
(NKV=IS.6V) time out 1380 sec
13 Auto 1.30 510 Off First run O0 None 300 No NKI No Yes Yes Clear
(NKV=15.6V) state <lO0 mA
Auto 1.30 510 Off Second run 00 None Run time No NKI No No NO Clear14
(NKV=I5.6V) state lO 800 <lO0 mA
15 Auto 1.30 510 Off Shutdown O0 None None No S/D immed No No No Clear
(NKV=I5.6V)
a370° < NVT < 380 °C.
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Do
TABLE V. - DISCHARGECONTROLLERPROGRAMMING
State Disc. Disc. Disc. Igniter Disc. H.V. Remarks Jump Jump Incr. Clear Shutdown Clear Record Print Disc.
no. yap. tip heat keeper on/off current _n/off address trigger trigger timer trigger S/D timer data data flag
field field, field, field field, field field field field, on field on exit on exit on exit field
A nLA mA sec exit
0 Off Off Off Off Off Off Shutdown OO Non_ Off time Yes None NO Yes Yes Clear
12 600
l 1.27 A 1.16 Off Off Off Off Preheat O0 None 8 Yes None No No No Set
low
2 2.32 A 2.92 Off Off Off Off Preheat 03 DVT 1400 Yes None Yes Yes Yes Clear
>275 °C
3 Control 2.92 Off Off Off Off Control O0 None 180 Yes S/D timer No Yes Yes Clear
DVTa yap. 650 sec
temp.
4 2.18 A 2.92 385 Off Off Off LV keeper 06 DKI 8 Yes S/D timer No No No Clear
on >50 mA 650 sec
5 2.18 A 2.92 385 On Off Off Ignitor on O0 None B Yes S/D timer No No No Clear
650 sec
6 2.18 A 2.92 385 Off Off Off Keeper lit 03 DKI 8 Yes S/D timer No Yes No Clear
<50 mA 650 sec
7 2.00 A 2.14 385 Off Off Off Reduce tip 03 DKI 16 Yes S/D timer No Yes No Clear
heat <50 mA 650 sec
8 2.00 A 1.16 385 Off Off Off Reduce tip 03 DKI 16 Yes S/D timer Yes Yes NO Clear
heat <50 mA 650 sec
9 2.00 A 1.16 385 Off 340 Off Discharge 11 DI B Yes S/D timer No No No Clear
supply >IO0 nua, 650 sec
on
I0 2.00 A 1.16 385 Off Off Off Discharge 09 2 sec None Yes S/D timer NO No NO Clear
supply 650 sec
off
II Control 1.16 120 Off 700 Off Discharge O0 None 300 Yes None No Yes Yes Clear
DVTa heat
12 Auto 1.16 120 Off 340 Off Establish OO None 300 Yes DI No Yes Yes Clear
(V_=25V) V6 <I00 mA
control
13 Auto 1.16 120 Off 340 Off Wait for 14 Neut None Yes DI No Yes No Clear
(W=25 V) neut. flag <100 mA
14 Control 1.16 385 Off 340 Off Pre-beam O0 None 300 Yes DI No Yes Yes Clear
DVTa <100 mA
15 Auto 1.16 120 Off Auto On Beam on 16 BMI 300 Yes DI No Yes Yes Clear
(V0:25V) {BMI:72mA >62 mA <I00 mA
16 Auto 1.16 65 Off Auto On Run O0 None None NO BMI No NO NO Set
(V_:25V) (BMI=72mA <34 mA
a265 °C < DVT < 285 °C.
TABLE Vl. - PHYSICALCHARACTERISTICSOF THE TEST THRUSTER(S/N 905)
Beam current (3B) 72 mA
Dischargevaporizerflow rate (3DO) 90 n_k(Eq)
Dischargemolecularflow rate (NDc) 5.62x10+17 (I/see)
Neutralizervaporizerflow rate (3NO) 7.8 _ (Eq)
4.87xi016(I/sec)Neutralizermolecularflow rate (NN)
Dischargeutilizationefficiency(eD) 0.80
Dischargeanode diameter / 8.57 cm
h /
Dischargeanode lengt / 6.60 cm
Totalarea of discharge'chamber 293 cm2
Center portionof accel,grid
Diameter of holes 0.I143 cm
Number of holesj 534
Open area 5.48 cm2
Diameter of region 5.33 cm
Area of region (ATc) 22.3 cm2
Open fraction (fc) 0.245
Outer portion of accel, grid
Diameterof holes 0.0889 cm
Numberof holes 666
Open area 4.13 cm2
Inner diameterof region 5.33 cm
Outer diameter of region 8.00 cm
Area of region (ATo) 27.92 cm2
Open fraction (fo) 0.148
Total area of grids 50.26 cm2
Total open area of grids (AO) 9.61 cm2
Average open fractionof grids (RO) 0.191
Ratio open area to dischargechamber area 3.3 percent
Operatingtemperature,disc. chamber walls 400° C
Neutralizerkeeper aperturediameter 0.178 cm
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